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LONG TERM GOALS
Improve  the predictive capability of Navy numerical models over the ocean in high

heat flux/high wind conditions as are present during cold air outbreak s over the Labrador
Sea.

OBJECTIVES
The objective of the proposed project was to obtain measurements of low-level

mean winds, temperatures and turbulent fluxes using an instrumented research aircraft in
high wind cold air outbreak conditions over the Labrador Sea.  Unfortunately it was not
possible to obtain the high frequency turbuence measurements during the 1997 Labrador
Sea experiment but 1 second flight level data was obtained .  These data will be used for:

(1) numerical prediction model validation and data assimilation; and
(2) comparison to coincident oceanographic measurements of convective
processes in Labrador Sea waters.

APPROACH
Use an instrumented aircraft to obtain measurements of the spatial variability of

wind, temperature  and moisture over the Labrador Sea in cold air outbreak conditions
during the time period that oceanographic measurements were being made (Jan. - Mar,
1997).  It is important  to know the downwind and crosswind variations of fluxes in order
to know the spatial scales important for transporting heat  and momentum between the
ocean surface and the atmospheric boundary layer.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Several flights were made by an Air Force C-130 over the Labrador Sea to collect

data on air temperature, moisture and winds.  On one of the flights (Feb, 8) low level
stack patterns were flown at three different fetches during a cold air outbreak over the
Labrador Sea.  In each of the stack patterns measurements were made at 150, 300 and
500 m heights and over crosswind distances of 100 km.
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SCIENTIFIC/TECHNICAL RESULTS
The aircraft measurements have been analyzed with in mind determining the spatial

variability of the winds, temperature and moisture fields.  Knowledge of the spatial
variability of these quantities is important in the accurate estimation of the heat, moisture
and momentum fluxes from the ocean to the atmosphere.  Stack 1 was flown over the sea
ice present along the Labrador coast.  Stack 2 was flown about 100 km downwind of
stack 1 and stack 3 yet another 100 km further downwind.

At the time of the C-130 flight, AVHRR satellite imagery showed cloud streets
present over the Labrador Sea starting just offshore and continuing for hundreds of
kilometers downwind.  The AVHRR satellite imagery showed cloud streets with spacings
of 5-6 km just off the ice edge (at about the position of stack 2) while further downstream
(at the position of  stack 3) the rolls had merged and spacings had increased to 10-12 km.

Analysis of the aircraft time series of wind, temperature and dewpoint temperature
measured on the crosswind runs showed some evidence of roll vortices at stack 1even
though cloud streets are not yet visible in the satellite image.  There is a strong peak in the
spectra of both the velocity and the dewpoint temperature at 5-6 km.  In the aircraft data
at stack 2, in addition to the 5-6 km scale, there is also evidence of the 10-12 km scale
seen in the cloud street spacings further offshore in the AVHRR image.  This indicates
that in fact both scales are present at the same time but closer to shore the smaller 5-6 km
scale is dominant whereas further offshore the 10-12 km scale is dominant  in organizing
the cloud structures.  This may be further evidence of the existence of a hierarchy of scales
of roll vortices in the boundary layer as previously proposed by Walter and Overland
(1984).

Using the bulk flux formulation for sensible heat flux together with the flight level
aircraft data  at the stack 3 estimates of sensible heat fluxes were on the order of
1000W/m2.

IMPACT FOR SCIENCE/SYSTEM APPLICATIONS
NRL Monterey is very interested in knowing more accurately the magnitudes of

the strong sensible and latent heat fluxes (greater than 300 W/m2) in cold air outbreak
situations.  Estimates of high fluxes in cold outbreaks vary considerably.  NRL modelers
want to study:

(a) how strong fluxes modify the marine boundary layer;
(b) how they modify the stratification in the ocean mixed layer;
(c) how the fluxes organize the cloud streets and eventual convection downstream;
and
(d) if the model(s) (e.g. COAMPS and others), especially the PBL

parameterization, realistically reproduce the lower tropospheric structure and
handle the rapid temporal and spatial transitions in such situations.

The data set collected by the aircraft during the Labrador Sea experiment is a start toward
answering these needs.

The proposed study and data analysis can also be helpful in validating the
COAMPS forecasts/simulations. These low level data can also be used in data assimilation
experiments to evaluate if such observations are useful in real time situations.
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